Welcome to the NeuroRevolution!
Congratulations! You are now a proud owner of the SpikerBox.
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Flip over to get started with your FIRST experiment...

Getting started with your
You just got an amazing device that can help you discover a whole new world inside of a
living creature. The SpikerBox is a “bioamplifier” that allows you to hear and see spikes (i.e.
action potentials) of real living neurons in invertebrates.

Let’s get started!
This is a great introductory experiment to get you started with spikes! By the end of this
experiment, you will understand what neurons are, how they communicate, and how to record
spikes using a SpikerBox!
Procedures:

Place the leg on the cork of
your SpikerBox, allowing a
bit of the leg to overhang,
like this.

Anesthetize the Cockroach. Put it in a jar of
ice water. Wait a few
minutes until it stops
moving.

Neurosurgery! Remove the
cockroach from ice, and cut
off one of his legs near the
body.
And put the two electrodes in. It
doesn’t matter which pins are where.

Turn your SpikerBox on! If you hear a popcorn sound, congratulations, you have just heard the spikes from your first
neurons! Now let’s see what the electrical discharge looks
like. Plug in the cable from the SpikerBox into your smartphone (green cable) or into the microphone input of your
computer (blue cable). Turn on our free “Backyard Brains”
app (Android or iPhone) or, if on a laptop, our Backyard
Brains PC app or Audacity.
Dozen of other experiments at

backyardbrains.com

Using your smartphone,
Zoom in with your fingers, the spikes will look
like this:
This is due to ion channels opening
and closing in the neurons, causing
a spike, or Action Potential.
Note: You can also do
this experiment on crickets if you do not have
access to cockroaches!
These can easily be
found at pet stores or
your backyard!.

